Flexible Mortuary Solutions

We manufacture innovative mortuary systems for the cooling and storage of the deceased. Used throughout the world, Flexmort systems are portable, lightweight and can cool a body practically anywhere.

Our systems are used by numerous hospitals, funeral directors and hospices and recognised in NHS hospital guidance.

Flexible • Effective • Economical • Portable • Proven
**CoverCool™**

CoverCool™ revolutionises cooling, allowing you to cool and store bodies anywhere without the need for cold rooms, air conditioners or mortuary fridges.

CoverCool™ consists of a small cooling unit which circulates fluid through a cooling pad placed in contact with the body. It requires no installation, is light and fully portable.

Approximate dimensions of the unit are: length 36cm (14”) x width 23cm (9”) x height 33cm (13”) and gross weight 11kg.

- CoverCool™ can cool a body in a coffin, on a trolley, or simply in its own encapsulated cover. The pad is placed over the body and actively cools the body.
- Running costs are less than traditional refrigeration costs as the system directly cools the body and is only switched on when required.
- Can be set up in seconds and used anywhere e.g. a small back room in a funeral home, a hospice bedroom and even the home environment.
- CoverCool™ is used across numerous hospitals, hospices and funeral directors.

**AirCool 12**

AirCool is a portable body storage system which acts as a temporary popup mortuary and are highly portable. They can be made to fit your requirements but the standard configuration is 12 body storage. AirCool is used when required for additional temporary body storage and is used for numerous reasons e.g. hospital mortuaries over a busy period, temporary storage during new mortuary installations, extra capacity for funeral directors and mass fatality incidents. The internal racking simply concertinas open and the whole system can be set up in 25 minutes.

**ColdSpace**

ColdSpace is the modern answer to instant temporary or permanent chilled storage of the deceased without the need for purpose-built cold rooms or mortuary refrigerators.

The system can be made any size or shape and uses our specially engineered insulated curtains, which can be pulled back to allow the space to continue to be used for any other purpose. These curtains fully encapsulate the chilled area, protecting the walls and reducing heat loss.

ColdSpace is operational in minutes and our range of body storage racking can also be quickly erected. This makes it perfect for transforming virtually any room into fast storage for the deceased.

**CoverCool™**

- CoverCool™ is perfect for satellite branches or smaller funeral homes.
- CoverCool™ provides families an opportunity to spend time with their loved one without having to cool the whole room.
- CoverCool™ can also be used in a vehicle to cool the deceased during transportation.
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Testimonials

“Our CoverCool™ system is in constant use and we are absolutely delighted with it...The cooling blankets are excellent and we are so pleased with the results.”

“We wouldn’t have any hesitation in recommending the Flexmort system to any other funeral directors.”

“We had a ColdSpace system fitted by Flexmort and are delighted with both the product and the service. We simply pull the curtain and we have an instant chilled space for the storage of the deceased.”

“From start to finish the process and service was excellent. We are currently in the process of installing in two more locations where space has been an issue with refrigeration. I would highly recommend Flexmort.”

“Easily stored and easy to use, I would recommend this unit to any funeral director.”

“The flexibility of the CoverCool™ system has allowed us to keep the deceased cool on-site, without requiring transfer to branches with refrigeration. This flexibility has been of great benefit to our operations.”

CuddleCot™

Dealing with the death of a baby is clearly an incredibly difficult event and guidance states that bereaved parents should be given the option of spending time with their baby, which can help families in dealing with their loss. In a warm room the baby’s condition can deteriorate quickly, which parents often find distressing. CuddleCot™ cools the baby in any moses basket, crib, etc.

MortuaryDome

The inflatable and portable Mortuary Dome provides instant temporary body storage for up to 56 deceased. Ideal for mass fatality incidents anywhere in the world.

Available in 7m x 6m, it provides a chilled storage area at 5°C.

Racking Systems

We supply concertina racking which is collapsible and portable, as well as standard mortuary racking.

Our systems are used by mortuaries, hospitals and funeral directors. They are used freestanding in coldrooms and with our other cooling systems.

Tel: +44 (0)8455 333561 Email: info@flexmort.com
Please visit our website for more information

www.flexmort.com
All products designed and manufactured in the UK